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I’m thankful
for our veterans
and for all the
Soldiers who
take the time to
do preventive
maintenance.

All right, ladies and Gentlemen! THiS is your playbook!
it shows you
how to get the
best offense…

…by making sure
your defense is in
TiP-TOP condition!

“The best offense is a good defense.” Ever heard that saying? Successful sports teams
like to say that, meaning that if the other team doesn’t score much (or at all), it’s a lot
easier to win.
Translate that to winning on another field—the battlefield. If the enemy can’t beat
your defense, he’s not going to win many battles.
So how do you toughen up your defense for the battlefield? By constant application
of preventive maintenance to your vehicles and equipment.
While military tactics deploy Soldiers and equipment as situations dictate or where
advantage can be gained, it is the condition of equipment that holds the line and helps
carry the mission.
Would you stake your life right now on the condition of your equipment?
If there’s any doubt, get out the operator and maintenance pubs for your equipment
and do what they tell you. Just as the pros like their chances of winning when the
defense is top-notch, our chances greatly improve when your defense is PM.

We have the world’s best equipment...
take Care of it!
PS 756
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CoMBAT VEHICLES
This has
beEn a Great

NTC rotation!

yep,
thanks to
GoOd pM!

Combat Vehicles!
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Mechanics

M1-Series Tanks…

Drive Home Final Drive PM
You Haven’t cheCked mY
FinAL DrivES in FOreVer!

Uh-Oh. you
don’T lOok VerY
haPpy. WhAt’s
wRONg?

and now my
transMisSioN
is LOCked Up!

After checking the final drive oil levels
during semiannual services, make sure you
use the right torque when replacing the drain
and check plugs.
The plugs look the same but they don’t
take the same torque. The check plug is
tightened to 40-50 lb-ft, but the drain plug
can’t take that kind of pressure. It either
cracks—and leaks—or shears off altogether.

Make sure you torque the drain
plug to 120-180 lb-in. Yes, that’s
pound-inch! You’ll find the step-bystep instructions in the -23 TMs.

…and drain plug to 120-180 lb-in

Torque check plug to 40-50 lb-ft…

M1-Series Tanks…

If you don’t keep enough oil in your M1-series tank’s final drives, your tank’s next

drive might be a short one!
Final drives that go dry will seize and lock up the transmission. The repairs will
cost your unit big bucks! But a team effort from crewmen and mechanics can keep
those final drives full and on the job.

Crewmen

Using the -10 TM’s PMCS charts,
inspect the final drives weekly for
oil leaks, especially at the drain and
check plugs. Tell your mechanic about
any leaks. While you’re at it, take a
quick look at the final drive filler cap.
Dirt, oil and sand can clog the vent
hole on each of the filler caps. When
that happens, pressure can build until
the final drive seal ruptures.
If you’re operating in a dusty or
muddy environment, check the filler
cap after every mission.

PS 756

Keep vent hole free of dirt, oil and sand
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Stay Vigilant for Turret Cracks
Crewmen, if you see cracks
on the underside of your
M1-series tank’s turret, don’t
be alarmed. Your tank isn’t
necessarily falling apart.
In most cases, these aren’t
cracks in the armor but in the
thin metal skin that covers
the bottom of the turret.
The cracks do need to be
checked out, though, so keep
an eye out for them or other
signs of metal fatigue during
your PMCS. If you spot any,
let your mechanic or TACOM
LAR know right away.

PS 756

Check for cracks on underside of turret

Notify mechanic
or TACOM LAR if
cracks are found
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M119A3 Towed Howitzer…

Unstick
Unstick
Sticky
Sticky
Firing
Firing
Pin!
Pin!
crewmen, a
sticky firing pin
retaining plunger
will put a damper
on any fire
mission in a hurry!
Unfortunately,
that’s been
happening with
some newlyfielded M119A3
howitzers.

hey, Why
aren’tcha
firing?

You might
wanna check
my firing pin!

You can keep your howitzer firing
downrange by doing the firing pin
protrusion test like it says in
Wp 0100-12 of TM 9-1015-260-10 (Oct
14). if your howitzer’s firing pin
fails the test, order a new spring,
NSN 5360-01-643-9517, and screw,
NSN 5305-01-643-7398, and install
them in the breechblock as shown
in Fig 15 of the TM.

Sticking retaining
plunger pin can
cause firing pin
to fail protrusion
test

Order new spring,
NSN 5360-01-6439517, and screw,
NSN 5305-01-6437398, if firing pin
fails protrusion test

GAUGE FIRING PIN PROTRUSION

.186

.206

FIRING PIN
FAIL
Install spring and screw in breech block
Spring

Screw

New howitzers are being retrofitted with the upgraded parts prior to
fielding. A retrofit is also in the works for earlier fielded howitzers.

M2/M3-Series
Bradley…

Connect to M242
Connector Protection
baNG!

ouch!
there goes
my connector!
what’s your
big rush
anyway?

When you remove the
feeder, make sure its handle is
in the down position before you
lay the feeder on the ground.
That protects the connector.
Put feeder handle down before
putting feeder on ground

M2A2/M3A2, M2A2/M3A2 ODS, M2A3/M3A3 Bradleys, M3A3 FIST…

Open the Door to Reservoir PM
{sigh} if I
told you
once, I told
you a hundred
times! you
have to check
the hydraulic
reservoir

Arggh! Why
won’t your
engine access
door Open?!

Every DaY!

The Bradley’s M242 gun is a giant of a weapon, but it definitely has an Achilles’ heel:

the feeder’s 14-pin connector. Just a moment of carelessness can ruin the connector
and that knocks out the M242.
The situation has gotten so bad that the Army is running out of M242 drive
current motors.
So every Bradley unit needs to connect to these 14-pin connector precautions so
they don’t end up with NMC M242s:
The connector is often damaged when the feeder is being positioned on the
receiver because crews are doing timed drills and they haven’t trained with the M242
in a long time. They rush things and BANG the connector is bent. To prevent that, do
refresher training before doing timed drills. Let crews get used to putting the feeder
on the receiver before starting the stopwatch.
The connector is also damaged when crews try to lock the feeder on the receiver
when the feeder’s not positioned correctly. Avoid that by first pushing up the vertical
drive shaft before trying to lock the
feeder in place. If the drive shaft won’t
slide up, the feeder isn’t positioned right.
Reposition it and try again. Once the drive
shaft is locked in place, the feeder handle
should easily lock in the down position.
If it doesn’t, something is wrong. If
Lock drive shaft in up position
you force the handle, you damage the
before trying to lock feeder handle
connector. Tell your repairman.

756 06-07.indd 1-2

Having trouble
opening your
Bradley’s power
unit access door?

Your arms
will get a
workout
because
you’ll end
up opening
the door
manually.

You will if
you don’t
make checking
the hydraulic
reservoir a
priority.

PS 756
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When you remove the
feeder, make sure its handle is
in the down position before you
lay the feeder on the ground.
That protects the connector.

Checking the reservoir level is a daily task.
Follow these three steps to ensure the reservoir
has the correct amount of fluid…

Step 1

Park the vehicle
on level ground.

Put feeder handle down before
putting feeder on ground

The reservoir sight glass won’t
give an accurate reading if your
Bradley is parked at an angle.

Step 2

M2A2/M3A2, M2A2/M3A2 ODS, M2A3/M3A3 Bradleys, M3A3 FIST…

Open the Door to Reservoir PM
{sigh} if I
told you
once, I told
you a hundred
times! you
have to check
the hydraulic
reservoir

Arggh! Why
won’t your
engine access
door Open?!

Fourth
detent
is fully
open

Open the access door all
the way before checking
the fluid level.

Every DaY!

When the door is only partially
open, you’ll get a high
reading because the hydraulic
cylinders aren’t fully
extended. if you drain FRH from
the reservoir to lower that
high reading, the system will be
under-filled. Then you can get
air in the system that may keep
the door from opening.
Avoid this problem by opening
the access door to the fourth
detent on the support link.
That’s fully open.

Step 3

eyeball the fluid level
in the reservoir.

Fluid level should reach fill mark on reservoir

The level in the sight glass
should reach the full mark
line inscribed on the reservoir.
if it doesn’t, add FRH until it
reaches the line. if the level
passes the mark, drain some of
the fluid. Use an AOAP vampire
pump, NSN 4930-01-119-4030, to
remove the excess fluid.

Having trouble
opening your
Bradley’s power
unit access door?

Your arms
will get a
workout
because
you’ll end
up opening
the door
manually.

You will if
you don’t
make checking
the hydraulic
reservoir a
priority.

PS 756
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an extra step

while you’re checking the
sight glass, pay special
attention to the colOr of
the fluid.
Fluid that is milky is probably
contaminated with water. Let
your mechanic know right away
because contaminated fluid
will ruin the seals.

PS 756

Report milky color
in sight glass
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M2/M3-Series Bradleys…

Download Or Order New IETM
WhAtcHa
DoiN’, paL?

DownLOADinG
ThE neW IEtM.

it’S reaLly
EasY tO Do!

Dear Editor,
Your readers might like to know that TM 9-2350-408-13&P (IETM EM
0356, Apr 15) is now available for the Bradley FOV. The IETM is available
free through the Army Publishing Directorate (APD) or by downloading from
the Logistics Information Warehouse (LIW) website.
Mark Weiman
Bradley Publications Manager
TACOM LCMC

Editor’s note: Outstanding! Units, set up a publications account by emailing a
completed DA Form 12 to APD’s Account Processing Team at:
usarmy.stlouis.106-sig-bde.mbx.dolwmddcustsrv@mail.mil
Instructions for setting up an account are at:
http://www.apd.army.mil/Orders/HowtoEstablishAcct.pdf
Once your account is set up, order the IETM through the Point & Click
Ordering System at: https://dol.hqda.pentagon.mil/ptclick/index.aspx
To order, Search and fill out the form on the next webpage.
Download IETMs on the LIW website at: https://liw.logsa.army.mil
Pages 48-51 of PS 746 (Jan 15) have instructions for downloading IETMs:
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2015/746/746-48-51.pdf

PS 756
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tactical vehicles
• Drivers training
comes to you
• HMMWV trans
fer gear grinding
• HMMWV geare
d hub torque
• EMALL houses
DLA tire catalog
• Battery box lin

er
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Training…

MDTQC Takes Show
on the Road
Hey, training
on home turf
gives me more
confidence!

Me too,
buddy!

G

ood news, units! The Army’s Transportation School at Ft Lee, VA, has put its
popular Master Driver Trainer Qualification Course (MDTQC) on the road.
MDTQC is still offered as a resident course at Ft Lee, but now a mobile training
team (MTT) offers a second option for getting the qualification. Units with high op
tempo that find it hard to spare NCOs for TDY training may find the MDTQC MTT
option is a great alternative.
The mobile course follows the same program of instruction as the resident
curriculum, lasting two weeks and three days. The schedule includes both classroom
and hands-on training.
Topics include convoy operations, risk management, accident avoidance and
investigations, unit licensing and driver’s training program management.
The MDTQC MTT tailors instruction to a unit’s specific needs and local resources,
meaning units train on their home turf with their own equipment.
To learn more about MDTQC, see Page 57 in PS 730 (Sep 13):
https://www.logsa.army.mil/psmag/archives/PS2013/730/730-57.pdf
For questions about MDTQC or the MTT option, contact Jeffrey Skinner,
DSN 539-1955, (804) 765-1955, or email: jeffrey.e.skinner4.civ@mail.mil

PS 756
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HMMWV…

Too Much Gear Grinding

Ow Ww!
G-G-GGG-G-G-G-G-G-G-UGG-GG-G
G-GG-GGGGGG-GGgh!GoGoh!G-GG--GG-GG-G-

…Not Good!

GG- -G-GGG

Grind your
own teeth long
enough, drivers,
and your friendly
neighborhood
dentist will have
a field day when
you go in for a
cleaning.
Excessive
grinding isn’t
good when you
shift transfer
gears with the
engine running
on your HMMWV,
either.
it means that
someday a
mechanic may have
to repair gear
damage.

G-CRuNkOw Ww!

G-- G-G-G- G-GGG- GG- G-GThEre GO my
TransFeR GEar
TEetH!

G-GG- -G- GH ere’s what you can do to save the teeth on transfer gears:
• When a transfer range change is
necessary with the engine running,
stop the truck and shift the
transmission to neutral. Never shift
on the fly. That’ll tear up driveline
parts.
Shift the transfer shifter through
neutral to the desired range. Some
gear clash may occur and is normal,
but you should be able to make the
shift easily. Keep in mind, though,
that the longer you leave the shifter
in neutral, the more gear clash
will occur. That’s because even in
neutral, engine rotation spins the
transmission output shaft.
• If you can’t shift easily, turn the
engine off and then shift the
transfer. Restart the engine and
continue the mission.
• When your mission is complete, let
your mechanic know that you had to
stop the engine to shift the transfer.
He’ll troubleshoot for problems such
as excessive engine idle rpm.

756 12-13.indd 1-2

With engine running, shift through
neutral (N) to desired range

Can’t shift with engine running?
Turn engine off, then shift

HMMWV…

Some
Torque
Talk
from
Hub
Plug

HeY!

HeY,
Bub!
yOu and ME,
we gOtTA havE
a TALK abOut
ToRQUe!

The magnetic drain plug, NSN 4730-00-045-9769, on your HMMWV’s geared hub has a few
complaints. Seems mechanics are being a little heavy-handed when they remove or install it.
The plug sees a lot of action. The hubs have to be drained during PMCS, before any repair
work is done to the geared hub, and after any operation where water contaminates the
gear oil.
It takes only a little torque—8-13 lb-ft—to keep the plug in place. Any tighter and you’ll
strip the threads.
Make sure you use a 3/8-in hex head driver to remove the plug. You’ll round off the plug’s
head with anything else. That makes removing it a lot harder next time.

PS 756
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Select the Tires eCatalog from the dropdown menu list. You’ll go to the Tires
eCatalog homepage. Here you can search sub-catalogs (Tires, Accessories, Wheel
Assemblies or Rims) and narrow down results even more by NSN, size or other filters.

Looking for
tires, inner tubes,
flaps, valves, rims,
wheel assemblies
or other tire
accessories for
your equipment?

Search for specific tires using
various filters

If you still can’t find what you’re looking for, email the DLA Tire Team at:
DSCC.TiresTeam@dla.mil
Need help ordering from DOD EMALL? Contact customer service at CONUS
1-877-352-2255, OCONUS (269) 961-7766, or by email:
DLAcontactcenter@dla.mil

You’re in luck. The
Defense Logistics
Agency’s (DLA) Land and
Maritime comprehensive
tire catalog is included
in DOD’s EMALL for handy
one-stop shopping.

Tactical Vehicles…

Access DOD EMALL at: https://dod.emall.dla.mil/acct/
If it’s your first visit, select the Login/Registration link at the upper right corner of
the page. You’ll need a CAC to register.

To enter DOD EMALL, click Login/Register at top right corner of page

After registering and
logging into DOD EMALL,
you’ll be on the main search
page. You can search for
items by keyword or NSN,
but the easiest way is to
navigate to the search tab
on the left side of the page
and choose the “Corridor”
dropdown menu.

PS 756
756 14-15.indd 1-2

The liner not only
absorbs excess battery
acid, but neutralizes
it, too. That protects
the battery box from
corrosion.

Liner
Limits
Battery
Box
Bumme r
A roll of 1/8-in thick
liner comes with
NSN 6160-01-389-1966.
Just cut it to the
dimensions you need
to line your vehicle’s
battery box.

On main search page,
find “Corridor” under
Search dropdown tab,
choose “Tires eCatalog”

14

Mechanics, battery
box liner makes a
great addition to your
vehicle’s battery box.

NOV 15

The liner is
13 inches wide
x 100 feet long,
so there’s plenty
to take care of all
the vehicles in your
unit’s motor pool.
Change the liner
once it becomes
soaked with battery
acid or starts to
deteriorate.

9/21/15 12:05 PM
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Buffalo M1272 Route Clearance Vehicle…

BUFFALOING ENEMY MINES
The Buffalo M1272 route clearance
vehicle is as good as it gets for
clearing mines. But these checks can
help your Buffalo roam even better…

In cold weather, let the
fluid warm up before moving
the steering wheel (about
30 minutes). Follow the
CAUTION placard on the
instrument panel: DO NOT
FORCE THE STEERING
WHEEL TO TURN WHILE
VEHICLE IS STATIONARY.
That can cause power
steering cooler leaks.
Put antiseize compound
on the engine access cover
handle threads at least every
two months. Without the
antiseize compound, it’s easy
to crossthread or over-torque
the handles. Eventually they
break off.

PS 756

Don’t yank on
the air tank pressure
relief cables. That
breaks the cable after
enough yanks. It
takes hours to replace
a cable. Pull on the
cable just until you
hear air come out.
That’s far enough.
Check during PMCS that the
fasteners on the center console switch
panel are present and secure. The winghead fasteners (stud, NSN 5325-00767-8125; retainer, NSN 5330-00-1901095) usually work loose and disappear.
That can leave the panel hanging. But
when you tighten the fasteners, don’t
muscle up. It’s easy to strip them out.
Just turn the 8 wing-head fasteners 90
degrees clockwise to secure the center
switch panel to the center dashboard.

lemMe
warm up
before you
turn my
stEeRinG
whEeL!

Check that fasteners on center
console switch panel are tight

Careful with the interrogation arm when you move it to the driver’s side.
The arm must pass close to the vehicle. If you’re not alert, you can hit the hood
and break the arm’s hydraulic fittings.
Make sure to hit the cradle when you stow the arm. If you miss the cradle, you
can tear up the hydraulic lines in the steel channel.

OUCH!
Hey, you missed
my arm’s saddle.
There gO mY
HyDraULic linEs!

Put antiseize compound on engine access cover
handle threads at least every two months
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Gently pull air tank cables until you hear air
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120M Road Grader…
I’m GONna
gEt yOuR AiR
FilTers as
CleaN as nEW!

Blow
Blow Away
Away Grime
Grime
at
at Cleaning
Cleaning Time
Time
times
?
mAnY
How tA teLl yA t
a
I goT it on th

Make the Seal Tight
With the cleaned filter elements reinstalled, make sure the canister lid
is closed completely. A tight seal is needed to keep out dirt and sand
which can ruin your grader’s turbocharger and engine.

Here’s hOw:

Place the lid th
e wi
back in plac ws
its TOP arro
to the
pointing up
sition.
12 o’clock po three
e
Then use th
ck
latches to lo in
the lid snug
place.

i!
im
The l g is 30 Ps
thin

Replace cover with arrow at top

ATLAS, 6K VRRT Forklifts…

Clean air
keeps your

120M grader
grading
smoothly.

So when it’s cleaning time,
you’ll need to open the grader’s
air filter element canister
and pull out the primary and
secondary filters.

Use 30 psi air to
clean out primary…

Never bang the filter on
a rock or hard surface
like the grader’s tire or
moldboard.

Use an air hose
to blow lowpressure air (30
psi or less) from
the inside out.

…and secondary
filters

That damages the
filter and allows
dirt to get into
the engine.
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Dear Sir,
Yes, there is. The 10K ATLAS CLS
is covered in TB 10-3930-673-13&P1 (Feb 09). TB 10-3930-660-13&P
(Feb 09) covers the 6K VRRT CLS.
Both TBs include installation,
maintenance and parts information
for the CLS. Units will need to
order and install the CLS at their
own expense.

Dear Half-Mast,
One of our units had a question
about the central lubrication system
(CLS) on their 10K ATLAS and 6K
variable reach rough terrain (VRRT)
forklifts. The CLSs weren’t working
and they had no idea how to order
parts or service them.
I did some research, but couldn’t
find anything in the vehicle TMs. Is
there a service or parts manual for
the CLS installed on these forklifts?

Replace the primary air filter element, NSN 2940-01-580-0028,
once a year or after six cleanings, whichever comes first. Same
goes for the secondary filter, NSN 2940-01-579-8964.

PS 756

hEre ARe ThE MANuaLs
you’lL nEed to KeEP my
CLs up anD runNinG!

Mr. M.G.

NOV 15
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aviation
cav
yesterday…

…cav
today!

• Read about

Proper Shutdown
for UH-72A Lakota

PS 756
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UH-72A Lakota…

Not so
fast! The
MisSion’s
NeVEr oveR
unTiL YOU’ve
DONe a
FulL and
COMplETe
ShuTDowN
by thE
PilOt’s
cheCKlist!

Me, TOo.
Let’s GEt
goiNG!

Aircraft
Shutdown
Done Right

you
woULDn’T
wanT yOUr
enGiNE
damAGeD by
A TOT SpikE,
would You?

I’m glAD
thiS misSiOn
is OvEr!

Crews,
after a long
stressful
mission, you
can breathe
a sigh of
relief when
you touch
down safely
back at home
station.

it may sound nice to
roll the throttles
off and walk into
the sunset while the
blades wind down,
but your job isn’t
over yet.

TOT Spike Causes
that’s
right!

hey, buDdy!
Get back here!

The big
question is
how does
a TOT spike
happen?
Actually,
there are a
few different
possibilities.

During operation, the
engines are supplied
with high pressure
fuel from the pump
inside the fuel
control unit (FCU).

The pump is driven by the
gas generator section of
the engine. When the twist
grips are closed, the fuel
supply to the combustion
chamber should stop.

Before leaving your aircraft,
follow the pilot’s checklist.
But since the engine is still turning at a relatively high
rate of speed, the pump in the FCU keeps moving fuel.

That includes monitoring the
turbine outlet temperature
(TOT) during shutdown to
protect the engine from a
temperature spike that could
cause serious damage.

PS 756
756 22-23.indd 1-2

During aircraft shutdown,
monitor panel for22
TOT spikes

Valves built in to the system
should redirect the fuel when the
thRottle twist grips are closed,
but a throTtle malfunction could
allow fuel to continue flowing
into the combustion chamber.
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if that happens, fuel
inside the engine will
continue to burn,
though it’s likely not
enough to keep the
engine running.
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What to Do?

The most common cause for this
situation is the rigging of the fcU.
The pilot may roll the twist grip all
the way to the off position, but if the
rigging isn’t correct, the input to the
FCU may still keep the main fuel valve
slightly open.
Unwanted fuel flow continues and
causes a TOT rise.

The pilot’s
checklist says
to monitor
the TOT and
N1 during
shutdown.

What
do I do
if this
happens
to my
aircraft?

Pilots need
to connect
the checklist
requirements
to the
appropriate
actions.

The twist grips are connected to
the FCU by flex ball cables. it’s not
uncommon for the cables to stretch
slightly over time, causing this
out of rig condition.
The airframe’s maintenance manual
states that when the twist grip is at
the 0 degree position, the pointer on
the FCU should be “at or less than 0.”
if the
starter is
engaged,
the engine
spins
faster and
should
create
enough air
flow to
“blow out”
the fire and
cool down
the engine.

When
twist grip
is at 0
degree
position…

…pointer
on FCU
should be
less than
0 degrees
to avoid
TOT spike

There is about 5 degrees of travel
available below the 0 mark on the FCU.
Rigging the system to have a -2 or -3
degree FCU setting when the twist grip
is completely closed is a good idea as
long as the other rigging points can
be maintained like the maintenance
manual says.
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That’s
sound
logic! it’s
possible that
venting the
engine won’t
extinguish
the fire, so
crews need
to be ready
to vent
the engine
again or
take other
actions if
needed.
Because of
the different
valves in the
fuel system,
venting
usually takes
care of the
problem.

The Lakota is
equipped with two

ENG VENT switches on
the overhead panel,
one for each engine,
that were designed
precisely for this
purpose.
Crews need to be
very familiar with the
location of the vent
switches since they’re
not often used.
That’ll help avoid
delays in venting the
engine should a TOT
spike occur.

Depending on the
reason for the

TOT spike and the
severity of the
condition, the
temperature can
rise very fast.
Venting the engine
quickly to put the
fire out could
mean the difference
between a simple
rigging adjustment
and an expensive
engine replacement.

if it doesn’t, you’ll
need to stop the fuel
from flowing into the
combustion chamber.

in a very few
cases, the actions
above may still
not solve the
problem.

First, ensure that
both the pilot and
copilot twist grips
are actually closed
all the way.

in those
cases, use the
appropriate
“EMERG OFF”
button on the
warning unit.

There is usually
some slack between
the pilot and copilot
controls, so fully
closed on one
side may cause the
problem, while fully
closed on the other
side could be just
enough additional
travel to stop
fuel flow.

This activates
the fuel shut off
valve for the
affected engine.
This won’t
automatically
discharge the
fire extinguishing
system because
other criteria
have to be met
before that can
happen.

PS 756
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The RotOrcraft flight
manual (Pg 4-25, Sec 4.12)
and pilot’s checklist
(Pg N-29) both describe
how to vent the engines.
So flight crews need to
become familiar with these
procedures and how to
stop temperature spikes
and the possibility of a
fire should they occur.
The key to extinguishing
the fire inside the engine
is air flow.

But won’t
venting
the engine
cause the
fuel pump
to spin
faster,
pumping
even more
fuel and
making
things
worse?

in the rare instance
where those other
conditions are met,
you’ll definitely
want the system to
discharge anyway!
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What’s Next?
Now that
the fire is
out and
disaster
averted,
there’s
still some
work left
to do.

Before the Lakota maintainers can
correct the problem, they need a good
description of what happened.

You need to include all the steps taken as well as the maximum TOT reached
and its duration. All of this information is needed to determine the proper
inspections and maintenance actions needed to return the aircraft to service.

I wrote a short entry
in my logbook: ‘‘engine
overtemp on shutdown.’’
how’s that sound?
nope. That’s
not going to
cuT it.

Don’t be afraid
to discuss the
issue with your
maintenance staff
before making the
entry. That can
avoid confusion
and corrections
later.

While there are other, more common
issues, it pays to know what to do in
the rare case of a TOT spike.
A few extra minutes of attention during
shut down can keep a successful flight
from turning into a visit from your
friendly neighborhood Safety Officer.
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whOo-eee, haz-MAt, did We just jump The
General Key over the post gate again? *

*DO NOT

ATTEMPT!

Ummm, Uncle Moe,
we can walk from
here. That unit’s just
across the street.

Professional comic
book character
performing on a
closed course!

Whoops,
okeydoke.

click!

always drive
responsibly!

Yep. But I think they’re used
to it by now, Uncle Moe.

They
know
this neon
green
machine
means

business.

and business
is bOoming!
third calL
from Ft Bleck
this month!

Yep, Sergeant X feels
overwhelmed by his
newly assigned HAZMAT
responsibilities.

sounds like
a job for

le t’s roLl!

Howdy, Soldier.
We’re looking
for… well, all we
know is his initial.
The mysterious
Sergeant X.

that’s
me, sir.

Thanks for
coming. I called
because I just
inherited these
HAZMAT duties and
don’t have a clue
where to start.

Our
emergency
call center
passed along
your message,
Sergeant.

You’ve
already
started
out on the
right foot
by asking
for help.

We’re the
Dukes of

HAZMAT. I’m
Moe Duke and
this here’s
my niece, Miss
Hazel Matilda—
Haz-Mat for
short.

PS 756
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Sergeant, you
need to get
trained. Bottomline is that
nobody handles
HAZMAT without
official training.

y
gritt AT
nittyZM
d the orting HA …
in
f
l
f
You’l r transp er 204 o
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pt
rules rt II, Cha
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00
DOD 45
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Defen ation
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Trans lation
Regu

Speaking of SDS,
Sergeant, hunt down
and print off the SDS
for any products you
use around the shop.
Keep ’em in hard copy
in a binder.

Where
do I find
SDS?

That way, even if the
internet is down, you
have the info.

The Defense Logistics Agency’s Hazardous
Materials information Resource System is the
primary DOD repository for SDS. Go to:

http://www.logisticsinformationservice.dla.mil/hmirs/
You can read the
whole reg here…

http://www.transcom.mil/dtr/
part-ii/dtr_part_ii_204.pdf

The Defense Ammunition
Center offers some
HAZMAT courses…

Here are just a few examples
of common motor pool tasks
and potential risks…

Now let’s
poke around
here a bit.

http://www.dactces.org/

The Army also posts HAZMAT regs,
guides and other handy info…

https://safety.army.mil/ON-DUTY/Workplace/
HazardousMaterials(HAZMAT).aspx/
While you’re there, be sure to read up
on the Globally Harmonized System (GHS),
the international HAZMAT standards that
the Army will fully adopt by 2016…

https://safety.army.mil/ON-DUTY/
WorkplaceGloballyHarmonizedSystem(GHS).aspx
Grab the whole GHS guide at…

https://www.osha.gov/
dsg/hazcom/ghs.html

Lots of
changes
coming
with GHS.

For starters,
standard
pictograms will
be required on
all labels to
alert users
of chemical
hazards.

What the
Army called
Material
Safety Data
Sheets (MSDS)
are now called
Safety Data
Sheets (SDS).

Operation or Process
Painting
Vehicle maintenance
Cleaning, degreasing
Electrical/electronic
maintenance
Battery shop operations
Washracks and
motor pools
Disaster/CBRN
preparedness
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HAZMAT Sources
Thinners, heavy metals, polyurethanes, waste epoxy,
paint strippers
Used oils, lubricants, coolants, petroleum, alcohols,
solvents, asbestos (brake linings)
Solvents, detergents, ketones, refrigerants
Heavy metals, PCBs
Acids, bases, cyanides, heavy metals
Used oil, solvents, heavy metal contaminated sludges
Bleach, decontaminating gasses (ethylene oxide)
and liquids
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Wow! Adds
up to a lot
of potential
risk. How do
I protect
everyone?

Your official training will cover
the finer details, Sergeant,
but for starters, you need to
prevent your workers from
absorbing any harmful chemicals
through their skin.

So they
should
wear
gloves?

Not
Quite.

Equipment
needs to
be cleaned
after each
use before
it’s put away.

Remember the
job isn’t finished
until clean-up is
done, too.

Keep the
inside of
gloves,
boots and
goggles
clean. if
equipment is
contaminated,
clean or
dispose of it
properly.

Yup, plus hoods,
aprons, sleeves,
boots or full HAZMAT
suits when needed.

Check that any face
masks or goggles are
free of scratches.

Remember that eyes are especially vulnerable.
Rubber-framed goggles without ventilation
holes or plastic face masks can protect your
eyes from mist, sprays or splashes from
dangerous acids or alkali solutions.

Always make
sure a working
eye-wash station
is close at hand.

So once we
have the right
protective gear,
we’re golden?

Disposal
is a huge
challenge.
Some waste,
like used
motor oil,
can even be
recycled.
But only
if it’s not
contaminated
with other
stuff, like
antifreeze.
That’s when
it becomes
hazardous
waste
(HAZWASTE).

Make sure any HAZWASTE
is properly identified and
clearly marked to avoid
any accidents or injuries.

You can start
brushing up on
those regs now.
The 385 pub
series covers
safety-related
topics.

Sort different kinds of waste
into separate containers and
make sure they’re all labeled
or marked per the regs.

if y’all want to
review types
of protective
clothing and
equipment, read
Chapter 4 in
DA Pam 385-61,
Toxic Chemical
Agent Safety
Standards.
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What if I
get stuck
or have
questions?

give us
another
jingle,
or—

Need HAZMAT Help?

’s
The Logistics Support Activity
Packaging, Storage and
Containerization Center (PSCC)
offers packaging and shipping
help for HAZMAT.
Call DSN 795-7144/7685,
(570) 615-7144/7685,
or email:
il.mil
usarmy.tyad.usamc.mbx.pt@ma

As long as it’s spinning from
all this learnin’ and not paint
stripper, Sergeant…

Thanks. This is great info. I Think
I’m off to a good start. But
wow, my head is sure spinning.

…it’s all
good!

PS 756
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Urban Operations Squad Set…
if your unit uses the Urban Operations
Squad Set, NSN 5180-01-563-6719, an
improved mini thermal monocular (MTM)
is now available.

Improved
Mini Thermal
Monocular
Available
The MTM-Product improved
(MTM-PI) is an upgrade to the
set’s current MTM.

its thermal viewer/camera has
better range capability, resolution,
and photo and video capture.

The images the MTM-PI records
can be downloaded to a CD/DVD
for later use.

it’s designed to be hand-held,
but can also be mounted on a
helmet or tripod.

Order the MTM-PI with NSN 5855-01-590-9103.

Questions?

Contact Dan Stark at (586) 239-3678 or email: daniel.g.stark.civ@mail.mil

M240L Long Barrel OK for M240B
why d’yOu got that
long barrel on ya?
we don’t use ‘em
anymore.

not True!
I can stiLl
use it!

MWO

9-1005-313-23-4 replaced the M240L long barrel with a short one to increase the
M240L’s usefulness.
But that doesn’t mean those long barrels, NSN 1005-01-549-8497, no longer have a
purpose. The Army has authorized them for the M240B. Use them on the M240B until they
fail gaging. If you don’t have the M240B, transfer the long barrels to a unit that does.
For more info, see TACOM LCMC maintenance information (MI) message 15-004. It’s
available at: https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/Maintenance/message.cfm?id=MI15-004.html
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New Equipment Available
for Urban Operations Sets
if your unit uses the Urban Operations Squad Set,

NSN 5180-01-563-6719, or the Urban Operations Platoon Set,
NSN 5180-01-631-3029…

…new
equipment is
available!

For the Squad Set, you can order an
assault ladder kit, NSN 5440-01-627-0561.

The ladder is 12 feet long and can be used for
bridging horizontal gaps and for vertical climbing.
it’s made of aircraft-grade aluminum, has 2-ft
replaceable sections and can hold up to 350
pounds vertically or horizontally.
The ladder kit includes the ladder, hooks, wheel
attachment, lanyard, ballistic shield and carrier.

For the Platoon Set, you can order a
tactical inspection kit, with NSN 6650-01-631-2615.

The kit includes an under-door camera, infrared pole
camera, fiberscope and a reverse peephole scope.
The under-door and IR pole cameras can be used in
either wired or wireless mode and can record to an
SD card (video/audio for the under-door camera, but
video only for the IR camera).
The kit has a 16-hr recording capacity and more than
100 feet of line-of-sight transmission.
if you have questions about either Urban Operations kit, contact PM SKOT’s
Dan Stark at (586) 239-3678, or email: daniel.g.stark.civ@mail.mil
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Fasteners…

Standard vs Metric:
it Makes a Difference!

Hey, I’m metric and that
wrench is standard! You
tryin’ to ruin me!?

Chief fredericks suggests we
tell Soldiers how to tell the
difference between metric and
standard. So here goes…

SAE Steel Bolts
Head
Marking

Grade
and
Material
Grade 2
(low or medium
carbon steel)
Grade 5
(medium carbon
steel, quenched
and tempered)
Grade 8
(medium carbon
alloy steel, quenched
and tempered)

No markings

3 radial lines

6 radial lines
Stainless markings
vary. Most stainless
is non-magnetic

Bolt
Diameter
(inches)

Minimum
yield strength
(Ksi)*

Minimum
tensile strength
(Ksi)

/

/

57

74

/

1

92

120

1 4-

1 1/2

130

150

/

/

40-90

100-125

1 4- 3 4

1 4-

/

1 4- 5 8

18.8 stainless steel

Standard

MetriC
8.8

Dear Editor,
I often find new mechanics using standard wrenches and sockets on metric
bolts and vice versa. They either don’t know how to tell the difference or they
think it doesn’t make any difference.
But it does make a difference. Using the wrong tool rounds off the bolt
head and eventually it becomes difficult to remove the bolt. And when the
wrench slips off the bolt, you can be injured.
It would be great if PS showed how to tell the difference between standard
and metric fasteners and how to ID their grade/class.
CW2 Melissa Fredericks
KYARNG
London, KY

Editor’s note: We agree, Chief. Here’s the lowdown:
Bolts can be IDed by their head markings. If the bolt head is marked with 8.8,
10.9 or 12.9, it’s a metric bolt and diameter, head, length and thread pitch are
measured in millimeters.
If the bolt has only three or six lines pointing toward the center of the head,
the bolt is standard SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers).
Bolts are also classed for strength: grade for SAE and class for metric.
Strength is measured by tensile strength, the load that the bolt can withstand
before breaking, and yield strength, the maximum load at which the bolt shows
.2 percent deformation.

756 38-39.indd 1-2

10.9

12.9

Metric Steel Bolts
Head
Marking

8.8

10.9

12.9

Grade
and
Material
Class 8.8
(medium carbon
steel, quenched
and tempered)
Class 10.9
(alloy steel,
quenched and
tempered)
Grade 12.9
(alloy steel,
quenched and
tempered)

Metric stainless
A-2 stainless steel
typically marked A-2

Bolt
Diameter
(inches)

Minimum
yield strength
(Ksi)*

Minimum
tensile strength
(Ksi)

up to
72 mm

93

116

5mm100mm

136

151

1.6mm100mm

160

177

up to
20mm

65

102

This is a good story for repairmen to copy and
keep in their tool boxes.
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*KSI=1,000 psi
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A Whole
Sight
Better
with PM

Keep the AN/PVS-14 night vision device
dust cap, neck cord and eyecup installed.
They often disappear in the field and
Soldiers don’t bother getting them
replaced. Your sight won’t work as well
if these items are gone. The dust cap
comes with NSN 5340-01-397-6608
and the eyecup with NSN 5855-01246-8273. The eyecup NSN isn’t listed
in TM 11-5855-306-10 (Oct 2010)
but is listed in the -23&P. The neck
cord is NSN 4020-01-446-8097.
If you’re not using your night vision
device, keep the lens cap on. The
cap protects not only the lens,
but also protects the image
intensifier from sun damage.

Oh! I am seeing
a whole lot
better thanks to
these tips from
Ft Leonard Wood!

Dear Editor,
We repair sights here at the Ft Leonard Wood LRC. We think these tips
might help units keep their sights a whole sight better.
Don’t store sights when they’re wet.
If your sight is
wet and you stick it
in its storage case,
count on corrosion
and electrical
problems next time
you use it. Wipe the
sight dry before you
store it.

If you remove the AN/PVS-14’s light interference filter (LIF),
remember to reinstall it.

waitaminit! if I’m
gonna be sittin’ here
for WeEks, y’GotTa
remove my BATteriEs!

otherwise,
if they leak,
I could be a
goner!

The cap’s rubber grommet and coiled spring
contact can easily disappear when the cap
is off. Then when the cap is screwed back
on, you can’t figure out why the M68 has no
power. If the contact does disappear, order a
new cap with NSN 6160-01-547-4333.

Johnny Vaughn
Dal Campbell
Ft Leonard Wood, MO
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Remember to
reinstall AN/PVS-14
light interference
filter

Make sure the battery cap for the COMP M4 M68
reflex sight doesn’t lose its contact.

Never leave batteries installed when
sights are stored for long periods.
Batteries leak and
often ruin sights. The
Army loses thousands
of dollars every year
because Soldiers don’t
follow this rule. Make
it SOP to remove the
sight batteries when
turning in the sight
for storage.

Eyecup

Dust cap

Keep track of AN/PVS-14 neck cord,
eyecup and dust cap

The LIF is another
item that’s often
forgotten. It protects
the sight from lasers
and the sun.
hey! is YouR HaNd wet!?
I sure Am! and I can’T Be
Stored Like this!

Neck cord

Check M68
reflex sight
battery cap for
contact before
screwing it in

Editor’s note: We can clearly see these
are great tips! Thanks again for all the
help from Ft Leonard Wood LRC.
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Keep and use the storage case. The
storage case is specifically designed to protect
the CLU. But often the case disappears and
units substitute another case. Bad move! If a
Javelin is shipped in the wrong case and is
damaged, units can be held responsible. Plus
units are accountable for the case itself.
If a storage case disappears or is damaged,
get it replaced ASAP. Contact the Javelin
Integrated Technical Operations Center at
(888) 528-4862 or email:
jvitoc@jvjavelin.com

Use Javelin storage case…
and nothing else!

Use rechargeable batteries for training, but not for the real thing. Use
rechargeable BB-390B/U batteries, NSN 6140-01-490-4317, for training. But for
actual Javelin firing, use the standard BA-5590/U battery, NSN 6135-01-438-9450,
or the BA-5390/U battery, NSN 6135-01-501-0833.

your javelin wiLl be
JumPing, too, if crews Jump
on thiS javeLin Pm!

Exercise, exercise, exercise. If you
sat in the corner for months without
any attention, you’d be in sad shape.
It’s the same with your Javelin. If you
ignore it, it’ll be in sad shape when you
do need it.
Just putting the battery in and letting
the command launch unit (CLU) run
for 30 minutes at least monthly gives
the built-in-test a chance to detect
problems. And if you do the PMCS in
the TM, you can be sure your Javelin
is ready for action. This also gives
operators a chance to refresh their
Javelin training.
But remember to remove the battery
when you’re done.
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those recharGEABles
sure make it cheaper
to train!

I wish
you’d given
me a little
exercise
these
last few
months!

Equipment with Radioactive Material?
You Need RSO Training

Now
I don’t
feEl so
Hot!
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If your unit has any equipment with radioactive material, you need a radiation safety officer
(RSO). Since a variety of sights, aiming devices and CBRN equipment contain radioactive
material, that means practically every unit needs an RSO.
To become an RSO, a Soldier must complete the U.S. Army Chemical School’s Basic
Radiological Safety Course. The 5-day course covers all the basics of radiation and radioactive
materials, including DOD certification for oversight of any radiation-emitting items.
To sign up for the course, go to: https://www.atrrs.army.mil/atrrscc/
Enter 4J-F2/494-F9 for the COURSE NUMBER.
The Chemical School also offers courses in advance radiation safety and DOT Class 7
Radiological Packaging.
For more information, contact the Chemical School’s Eric Hanson at DSN 676-6207, (573) 5636207, or email: eric.r.hanson1.civ@mail.mil
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M40/M42-Series
Masks…

Use It or Lose It!

Make sure Soldiers fill out
a DA Form 5988E when they
do PMCS. That’s the only way
problems they find will be fixed.

you haven’t
paid any
attention to
me in months!
don’t expect
anything from
me, bub!

My drink
tube’s bad!
better put
that on a
5988E.

Teach Soldiers not to route
the drink tube through the hole
in the facepiece. That’s a drainage
hole for sweat and spit and other
things you don’t want in your mask.

Keep drain
hole clear

Don’t fold the mask when you put it in the carrier. That ruins
the mask. The mask goes in the carrier in the upright position with the eye
lenses facing away from your body when worn in the shoulder, leg or loadbearing harness positions.
Dear Editor,
From my experience maintaining M40/M42 masks, I offer a few
suggestions to help CBRN specialists keep their masks breathing freely.
Use it or lose it. Too many M40/M42s sit in their carriers until the
annual trip to the gas chamber. Soldiers have no idea how to PMCS their
masks or what condition their masks are in.
Sergeants’ Time is a good time to go over how to PMCS a mask. But
Soldiers should also practice wearing the mask. Shooting a rifle while wearing
a mask is much different than without. Some units play a sport like softball
or volleyball with everyone wearing masks just to give Soldiers an idea of
what’s it like to be active with a mask on.

Exercising while wearing masks
helps Soldiers get used to masks

PS 756
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If you fold
mask, you
ruin it!

Track canisters. I still see the
old black C2 canisters being used.
Those were replaced by the green
C2A1 canisters years ago.
Also, watch for the C2A1
expiration dates. The easiest way is
to create a spreadsheet listing each
mask number along with its canister
number. You can then easily check
for expired canisters in JACKS:
https://jacks.jpeocbd.osd.mil/
Default.aspx
Look for cracks in the facepiece. Improper storage and dry rot
take a toll on M40/M42 masks.

Store mask upright with eye
lenses facing away from body

Canisters should be green only

9/21/15 12:06 PM

Make sure each
carrier has both the -10
TM and the operator’s
cards. Soldiers need both
when they’re doing PMCS
and you’ll need both to pass
inspection. Order the cards
with NSN 7960-01-4919282.

where’s my TM and
my PMCS card?

I’m not leaving
without them!

SSG Brandon Milhouse
CBRN School
Ft Campbell, KY

Editor’s note: Great info, Sergeant. Lots of Soldiers will breathe
easier thanks to your tips.

JCAD
Needs
M42
Alarm!

hey, wait a
minute! don’t
turn in the
M42!

yeah! he’s
gonNa nEed
me!

CBRN specialists,
when you get
the new M4 JCAD
(joint chemical
agent detector),
NSN 6665-01-552-2704,
or M4A1,
NSN 6665-01-586-8286,
you should turn in
the M22 ACADA
(alarm, chemical
agent, automatic)
or M43A1 chemical
agent detector.
But don’t turn in the
M42 alarm, NSN 666500-859-2215. You will
need it for the JCAD.
Turn in the M42 only if
it’s excess.
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if you have questions, contact
TACOM’s Aaron Bennett at DSN
786-1551, (586) 282-1551, or email:

aaron.m.bennett5.civ@mail.mil

NOV 15

CoMMunications &
soldier suPPort
Get the word on:
• Turning in SINCGARS RT-1523s
• Fixing 3kW TQG fuel lines
• Replacing DISE with PDISE
For Soldier Support,
get info on:
• New email for
packaging help
• Food service
portal

PS 756
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Turn in SINCGARS RT-1523s to SSA
C’mon, old timer, time
to take a jaunt down
the road and check into
our local SSA.

I hear rumors
our SSA has ice
cream in stock…

But I
thought I was
going straight
to beautiful
Tobyhanna!

Sold!
Let’s
RoLl!

The Army’s Single Channel Ground and Airborne Radio System (SINCGARS) Receiver-

Transmitter (RT) Exchange Program has been a big success.
More than 30,000 SINCGARS RT-1523s, Plain through D models, were sent to Tobyhanna
Army Depot for demil. The RT models to be swapped out included NSNs 5820-01-234-8093,
5820-01-318-7990, 5820-01-365-2725, 5820-01-363-6929 and 5820-01-410-8981.
However, with the huge number turned in, CECOM LCMC found that property
accountability issues popped up if units bypassed their servicing supply support activity
(SSA) when returning swapped-out SINCGAR RT-1523s.
The main problem is that there are long delays for units to get signed DD Form 1348s
for the swapped-out RT-1523s. That’s because there’s no automated process at the Defense
Logistics Agency (DLA) to retrieve DD Form 1348s and return them to units.
If your unit returned RT-1523s to Tobyhanna, you can request a signed DD Form 1348 for
the swapped-out RTs by emailing DLA at: dlacontactcenter@dla.mil
Units, turn in any remaining RT-1523s directly to your supporting SSA. That way a
property book transaction occurs immediately, removing the RTs from your property book
and relieving your unit of accountability.
For questions or help, contact Michael Dooney at DSN 648-6296, (443) 395-6296, or
email: michael.dooney1.civ@mail.mil
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{sniff} hey, do
yOu smElL something burning?

3-kW TQG…

{sniff}
{sniff}

fuel
line fix
does
the
trick
drip,

it’s a
sound
that
can
drive
you

nuts.

drip,

But if that
dripping is coming
from a fuel leak,
you’ve got a lot
more to worry
about than a little
distraction!

The fuel injector return line on the MEP-831A and MEP-832A
3-kW tactical quiet generators (TQGs) is a known leaker.
The hose is jammed onto the fuel injector inlet and relies
on friction to keep it in place. Constant vibration can loosen
the hose and dripping fuel is the result.

That can lead to a fire.

drip,

psad
YArR
rGg!
thaT

dripping!
it’s
driving me

crazy!
PS 756

Here’s the fix:
Remove the
flexible hose
from the fuel
injector.
Slide a clamp
over the hose,
then reconnect
it to the
injector.
Slip the clamp
up to the
connection
point and
tighten.
You’ll find the
procedure on
Page 3-18 of
TM 9-2815-25724 (Nov 00).

Place clamp here

Order the
clamp using
PN 9579K62
and
CAGE 30554
on a DD Form
1348-6.
With the clamp
in place, the
fire threat
is gone.
And
And
you won’t
have to worry
about that
drip, drip, drip
noise anymore,
either.
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DISE MEL Drops to Zero
Hey, old timer,
didn’t you get the
word? You can retire
now. I’ll pick up that
heavy workload.

PM-E2S2 has fielded the newer power distribution illumination systems, electrical
(PDISE) to replace the remaining DISE sets in the field. If your unit still has
authorized DISE sets or has DISE sets in lieu of PDISE authorized systems, contact
Randy Morgan, DSN 654-3168, (703) 704-3168, or email:
randy.l.morgan.civ@mail.mil
Or Israel Sanchez, DSN 654-1080, (703) 704-1080, or email:
israel.sanchez4.ctr@mail.mil
Use the following table to find the PDISE
equivalent NSN for an older DISE system…

DISE

You don’t
have to make
that offer
twice, Sonny!

don’t have too much fun
at the slots without me!

Take note of an important change, units. CECOM LCMC reviewed the maintenance
expenditure limit (MEL) for the M40, M60, M100 and M200 distribution illumination
systems, electrical (DISE). CECOM determined that the MEL of 25 percent listed in
TB 43-0002-32 (Jul 95) is too high for these systems.
The TB is
under revision.

in the meantime, note that the MEL percentage for
the following older DISE systems is now zero…

Item

NSN 6150-

Item

NSN 6150-

M60-DISE
M40-DISE
Ml00-DISE
M200-DISE

01-208-9752
01-208-9753
01-208-9754
01-208-9755

M60-PDISE
M40-PDISE
Ml00-PDISE
M200-PDISE

01-307-9445
01-307-9446
01-308-5671
01-308-5672

When requesting PDISE from PM-E2S2, include your unit’s UIC, the PDISE
NSN(s) and the quantity needed to fill your authorizations. PM-E2S2 will work with
you and higher headquarters to issue replacement PDISE ASAP.
Also include your unit’s property book officer’s contact information and a
complete DODAAC shipping address to expedite shipment.
Note that any on-hand DISE sets must be turned in to DLA Disposition Services
after receipt of equivalent, authorized PDISE.
Questions? Contact John Mansfield at (410) 670-5737, or email:
john.k.mansfield2.civ@mail.mil
Or Scott Mahoney, DSN 648-6242, (443) 395-6242, or email:
scott.h.mahoney4.civ@mail.mil

New LOGSA PSCC Email for Packaging Help
The Logistics Support Activity’s (LOGSA) Packaging, Storage and Containerization Center
(PSCC) Packaging and Transportation Division has a new email address for support:
usarmy.tyad.usamc.mbx.pt@mail.mil

Nomenclature

NSN 6150-

Pop into Food Services Portal

Distribution system elec: 120V 1PH 60 AMP
Distribution system elec: 120/208V 3PH 40 AMP
Feeder system electrical: 3PH 100 AMP
Feeder system electrical: 3PH 200 AMP

01-208-9752
01-208-9753
01-208-9754
01-208-9755

The Quartermaster School’s Joint Culinary and Food Services portal is now open. It
includes training materials, regulations and a virtual library covering the ins-and-outs of
military food services. Grab your CAC, log in to AKO and check it out at:
https://www.us.army.mil/suite/page/697080/

50
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LogistiCs

Check out:
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AR 700-82
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Get GCSS-Army Training
for Record from GTRAC
Everything
all right,
Ruiz? Thought
you looked a
li’l stressed
today.

Follow up the basic courses
with others in your functional
area. You must pass an entire
set of WBT lessons for your
specific role to meet NET
prerequisites.

Each course must be
completed before you can take
the final assessment exam.

Hey, no need to stress
out. Take the GTRAC
training now, so you’ll
be better prepared when
the switch happens.

Yeah, thanks. Guess
I’m just dreading—I
mean, counting—the
days till GCSS-Army
goes live here.

GTRAC

After three failed attempts to pass the
assessment, you must retake the course.

To learn more and to download the GTRAC Smart Book, visit:

https://www.gcss.army.mil/Training/GTRAC.aspx

SDDCTEA Shows New Face
There’s a fresh new face on the web! Check out the Surface Deployment and Distribution
cloe,
Where
do I get
GCSS-Army
training for
record?

sergeant, The

GCSS-Army Training
and Certification
(GTRAC) system is
the main source for
web-based training
(WBT) for record.

it’s good that you’ve asked
this question now because
GCSS-Army’s WBT is a
prerequisite for attending
the New Equipment Training (NET)
taught in the classroom before
GCSS-Army goes live.
Your go-live date varies
depending on where you’re
located, so check schedules in
the GCSS-Army fielding center.
Go to:

Command Transportation Engineering Agency (SDDCTEA) public website at:
http://www.sddc.army.mil/sites/tea/Pages/default.aspx
To get free hard copies of various deployability pubs, click on Order Hard Copy
Deployability Publications in the right-hand “Links” column. Click the Transportability
Engineering link to get transportation mode criteria, TEA modal instructions, papers on
vehicle weight growth and other transportation assets.
A new rail tiedown lessons learned section also supplements TEA MI 55-19, Tiedown
Instructions for Rail Movements (Apr 15). You’ll find the rail tiedown lessons learned at:
http://www.sddc.army.mil/sites/TEA/Functions/Deployability/
TransportabilityEngineering/MODES/RailTransport/Pages/LessonsLearned.aspx

https://gcss.army.mil/
Click on Fielding Center
in the top menu.
ideally, the WBT should be
completed 1-2 months before
NET training. Give yourself
plenty of time to complete the
WBT lessons, pass the exams
and get your certificate of
completion from GTRAC.
New students should start
with these four courses:

•
•
•
•

PS 756
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GCSS-Army Overview
Basic Navigation
Intermediate Navigation
Use GCSS-Army Reports
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Maintenance Management…

SMR Codes Updated

We get a lot of
questions here at PS
that can be answered
by the SMR codes
found in your TMs.

Have you
brushed up on
your source,
maintenance and
recoverability
(SMR) codes
lately?
if not,
you should!

One major change
is that Code C is
now used in the
third, fourth or
fifth positions of
the maintenance
and recoverability
codes to
represent
field-level crew
or operator
maintenance.

Time to go back to school,
troops, and get the straight
scoop on SMR codes.

That’s because of
changes made to regulations that affect
the joint services.
For the Army, these
changes are covered
in a major revision of
AR 700-82,
Joint Regulation
Governing the Use and
Application of Uniform
Source Maintenance
and Recoverability
Codes (Aug 14).

Since we’re on the
subject, now’s the
perfect chance to
take a mini SMR code
refresher course!
New Soldiers and
old hands who feel
a little rusty on the
topic may find this
summary helpful.

Second Position

Breaking Down SMR Codes
You can find SMR codes at the
beginning of every Repair Parts
and Special Tools List (RPSTL)
section in TMs ending with
a ‘‘P’’ or ‘‘&P.’’
The code format has four parts:
•
•
•
•

The second
position adds
specific
info to the
general
source code
of the first
position.

For example, PA is a procured
and stocked item. Ph is a stocked
and procured item but contains
hazmat, so it has special reporting
requirements. Pz means an item was
once procured but is now terminal
or obsolete with no replacement,
so you can’t order it.

a two-position source code
a two-position maintenance code
a recoverability code
an optional service-specific code

Maintenance
The third and fourth positions
define what level of maintenance
is assigned to an item.

Source
The first
and second
positions
of the code
both refer
to an item’s
source.

The first position
gives a general
category and is always
one of five letters…
P, K, M, A and X

• P - Procured. Items with a P are
centrally procured.
• K - Kit. Sometimes items in kits don’t
have NSNs. In cases where an item
is part of a kit and is also an item
outside the kit, the P series source
code is used.
• M - Manufactured. The item is
manufactured or fabricated at
specified maintenance activities.
• A - Assembled. The item is
assembled at a maintenance activity.
• X - Not stocked. (See “Key to X
Codes” for descriptions).

Third Position
The lowest level authorized to remove, replace
or use the item is defined by the following code…

• C Operator/crew
• O Organization/unit
• F Installation/field/intermediate level or aviation
support battalion (ASB)
• H Installation/field/below depot sustainment
• K Contractor facility
• L Specialized repair activity or Theater Aviation
Sustainment Maintenance Group (TASMG)
• D Depot

Key to X Codes

X series source
codes are items for
which little or no
demand is expected.

756 56-57.indd 1-2

• XA - Item is not procured or stocked because this item
requires you to replace the next higher assembly.
• XB - A support item not expected to fail and not
stocked. In some cases, it may be available through
salvage. If not available or authorized through salvage,
order the item through normal supply channels using
its CAGE code and part number.
• XC - An installation drawing, diagram, instruction
sheet or field service drawing identified by a
manufacturer’s part number.
• XD - A support item that is not expected to fail but
cannot be replaced by salvage/cannibalization. Local
purchase or requisition this item through normal
supply channels using its CAGE code and part number.

Fourth Position
The fourth position uses
the same codes as position
three, but tells you the
lowest maintenance level
that is capable and has the
resources to perform a
complete repair.

A “complete repair” means the item will return to service when
repaired. A “complete repair action” means that all maintenance
(remove, replace, repair, assemble and test) for the item must
be performed at that level.
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Keep This SMR
JOINT SERVICE CODING

Chart Handy!
REFERENCE CHART

SOURCE
2ND POSITION

1ST

Means of Acquiring Support
A
B
C

E

(Procured)

F
G
H

(Manufactured)

A

(Assembled)

X

(Not Stocked)

PS 756
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B
C
D
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USE:

REPAIR:

DISPOSITION:

Maintenance level and/
or maintenance activity
authorized to remove/
replace the item.

Maintenance level and/
or maintenance activity
with capability to perform
complete repair actions.

When unserviceable or
uneconomically
repairable, condemn
or dispose.

C Operator/Crew

C Operator/Crew

C Operator/Crew

O Organization / Unit

O Organization / Unit

O Organization / Unit

Installation/Field/
F Intermediate level
or afloat

F

Installation/Field/
Intermediate level
or afloat

F

Installation/Field/
Intermediate level
or afloat

Both ashore
and afloat

G Ashore and afloat

G Ashore and afloat

Installation/Field/
H Sustainment or
ashore

Installation/Field/
H Sustainment or
ashore

Installation/Field/
H Sustainment or
ashore

K Contractor Facility

K Contractor Facility

K Contractor Facility

G

SUSTAINMENT

K
M

(Kit)

R
Z
D
F
B
O
F
H
L
G
D
O
F
H
L
G
D
A

ITEM: Stocked
ITEM: Stocked, Insurance
ITEM: Stocked, Deteriorative
ITEM: Support, Initial Issue or Outfitting and Stocked Only for
Additional Initial Issue
EQUIPMENT: Support, Initial Issue or Outfitting and
Stocked Only for Additional Initial Issue
EQUIPMENT: Support, Non-Stocked, Centrally Procured on Demand
ITEM: Stocked for Sustained Support, Uneconomical to
Produce at Later Time
ITEM: Stocked, Contains hazardous materials, Hazardous Materials
Information System/Material Safety Data Sheet reporting required
Terminal or Obsolete, Replaced
Terminal or Obsolete, Not Replaced
ITEM: Depot on hand and Maintenance Kits
ITEM: Maintenance Kit, Place at O,F,H,L
ITEM: in Both Depot Repair & Maintenance Kits
Manufacture (MFG) or fabricate (FAB) at Unit Level
MFG OR FAB at intermediate/field level
MFG OR FAB at intermediate/sustainment level
MFG OR FAB at Specialized Repair Activity (SRA)
MFG OR FAB Both Afloat and Ashore (Navy Only)
MFG OR FAB at Depot Maintenance Level
ITEM: Assembled at Unit
ITEM: Assembled at intermediate/field level
ITEM: Assembled at intermediate/sustainment level
ITEM: Assembled at Specialized Repair Activity (SRA)
ITEM: Assembled Afloat and Ashore (Navy Only)
ITEM: Assembled at Depot Maintenance Level
ITEM: Requisition Next Higher Assembly
ITEM: Not Procured or Stocked. Available thru salvage.
Requisition by CAGE/Part Number.
Manufacturer/installation Drawing, Diagram, Instruction
Sheet. Identify by Cage/Part Number.
Not Stocked. Obtain via Local Purchase.

FIELD

P

D

RECOVERABILITY
5TH POSITION 6

MAINTENANCE
4TH POSITION

3RD POSITION

L

Specialized
Repair Activity

L

Specialized
Repair Activity

L

Not Authorized
Below Depot Level

D Depot

D Depot

Field level repairable:
D Condemn or
Dispose at Depot

Z Reference Only

Z Non-repairable

Z Non-repairable

B Recondition

A

S
E
R
V
I
C
E
O
P
T
I
O
N
C
O
D
E
S

Nonrepairable, needs
special handling

9/21/15 6:08 PM

in Army programs,
Code L means a
specialized repair
activity or TASMG.
Code O is field
level maintenance
performed at
aviation maintenance
companies.

Code Z, meaning
non-repairable,
may be used in
the fourth or
fifth positions.
Z-coded parts
need to be
replaced when
they go bad.

Fifth Position
Recoverability
is defined by the
fifth position.

The code tells you what
maintenance level can
determine when an item
is unserviceable or too
expensive to repair, and
who can condemn or
dispose of the item.
The fifth position
generally uses the same
codes as the third and
fourth positions.

Sixth Position
Code A in the Army’s
sixth position means no
demilitarization is required
before disposal.

A sixth position
is optional and
service-specific.
For example…

Code G applies to
ammunition, explosives or
dangerous articles that
must be demilitarized
before they go to DLA
Disposition Services.

For more information and a complete list of
codes and definitions, download AR 700-82 at:

http://www.apd.army.mil/pdffiles/r700_82.pdf
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Connie's Post Scripts
FMTV Lift-Towing Restrictions
Operators, do not lift-tow any FMTV vehicles with armor using the M1089/A1 wrecker. Only
flat towing is authorized when using these wreckers, just like it says in TACOM ground
precautionary action (GPA) message 10-019:
https://tulsa.tacom.army.mil/safety/gpm/tacom_wn/gpa10-019a.html
The GPA does not apply to the M1089A1P2 wrecker, however. The M1089A1P2 can lift-tow
armored FMTVs.

GCSS-Army Reminder
Remember to check the GCSS-Army website for alerts, updated fielding and training schedules
and other important info. Visit: https://gcss.army.mil/
Or sign up to get automatic notifications at: https://gcss.army.mil/Support/register.aspx
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Stop the
Dirty Dozen
from
Stopping
Your

1

FRONT SIGHT
FROZEN:
Unfreeze with lube

DIRT OR

2 CARBON IN
BARREL:
Clean
before
firing

M16/M4!

Most of these
problems come
from DiRT,
MOiSTURE,
and no lube
in outSLIP RING SPRING
of-sight
12
BROKEN:
places.

LOOSE

3 HANDGUARD
LINERS:
Get new
handguards

Get it replaced

11

BOLT CARRIER

CHAMBER DIRTY, CORRODED:
Clean chamber with RBC and
chamber brush

4 DOESN'T ALIGN WITH
GAS TUBE:
Tell your repairer

5
10

9

REAR SIGHT STUCK:
Unfreeze with lube

BUFFER & SPRING
CORRODED:
Clean and lube

PIVOT PIN DETENT STUCK,
WON'T HOLD PIN:
Free with lube

6

MAGAZINE DAMAGED
OR DIRTY:
Inspect, clean, and
lube follower spring;
replace damaged
magazine
TAKEDOWN PIN

7 CORRODED OR
8

BUTTSTOCK
DRAIN
CLOGGED:
Open drain
with pipe
cleaner

STICKS:
Clean and lube

Clean and lube all parts, not just those
easy to get to. except in the desert!
Lube attracts sand. Keep lube off outside

of weapon and clean often.

